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Article Body:
This speedway phenomena and crowd-sports fascination is an annual specialty racing mass-event,

It offers one and all - with an insatiable need and appetite for the ultimate in speed and cus

It remains one of the largest global spectator sports and sports-betting favorite, gaining gro

It came rooted in and from humble beginnings in the whiskey bootlegging down South, the ensuin

Its halls of fame also carry shadows and sadness of numerous crashes, accidents and tragic inc

NASCAR, among other things, also acts as the sanctioning and overseeing body for the NASCAR Ne

The Nextel Cup Series’ second season, the 57th for NASCAR’s premier division -- began in Febru
It consisted of 36-races in total, making up the 2005 Nextel Cup Series, including the season-

You might be asking what makes a driver eligible for the Nextel Open and who or what to watch

Little has changed in the rules for the NASCAR Nextel Cup Series (Open and All-Star Challenge)
Nextel Cup Series include:

&#61550;

Drivers and car owners who have won races in the current and preceding year.

&#61550;

In the true spirit of competition, a driver who has left the team under whose

&#61550;

Past NASCAR cup champions (past 10 years )

&#61550;

The All-Star Race winners (past 10 years)

&#61550;

The winning driver of the Nextel Open

&#61550;

Drivers who have won in previous years, not eligible by the above (not owners)

&#61550;

If 20 drivers are not eligible, winners from previous seasons still active on

It is then easy to see that the entry requirements for NASCAR-banner type events, support stan

The 2005 NASCAR NEXTEL All-Star Challenge, showcased race winners from the previous and curren

The ever-popular NASCAR’s Nextel All-Star Challenge race, is likely to return to Lowe’s Motor

Quoted sources list The Charlotte Observer as reporting that recently a vice president from Ne

NASCAR Vice President Jim Hunter said nothing has been decided about the long term. "Every yea
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